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Become Your own Art Director
tell us How to  PHotogrAPH Your ProDuct



Become Your own Art Director 

Become Your oWn Art Director AnD SAve 
Traditionally, in commercial photography, an art director at an agency/design firm will spend days/weeks 
preparing a concept with you on how your products should be photographed.  On the day of the photoshoot 
everything will be photographed according to these meticulous plans with the art director at the photoshoot to 
help make changes as the photoshoot progresses.   

POW! is a unique and new concept that removes the agency from the equation and places the responsibility in 
your hands.  This will save you a lot of money, but it also means that you’ll have to take on the responsibility of 
the art director and create the guidelines that they would normally create.  Additionally, you will not be able to be 
on set for the photoshoot which makes clear direction even more important. 

Clearly telling us how to photograph your product is a required part of working with us and is required to be 
eligible for free re-shoots or refunds on your photoshoots.
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WhAt We neeD to knoW
In trying to understand your vision we are primarily concerned with 4 key aspects.  What products are in the photo, 
the product rotation, the camera height & the lighting style.  In this guide we will provide you with examples and 
directions so that you can show us exactly how you want things photographed.

Photo 1 
Photo 2 
Photo 3
Photo 4 

45°20°

1. WhAT’s In The
Photo?

2.  WhAT’s The
rotAtion?

3.  WhAT’s The
cAmerA Angle?

4.  WhAT’s The
lighting StYle?

rePlY to the conFirmAtion emAil
When you’ve got everything in order, simply reply to the Confirmation email you 
recieved when you placed your order with all the direction on how to shoot your 
product.  Add any directions, images, spreadsheets and shot lists to it.  easy!



How to sHow us wHAt You wAnt
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ShoW uS With A cell Phone Photo 
The best way to tell us how to photograph your 
product is use your handy cell phone camera that 
most of us seem to have these days.  

When packing up your stuff or placing your order, 
simply set up your products the way you would 
like them photographed as exactly as you can.  If 
there are multiple items in the photograph than the 
relationship of the products to one another will be an 
important for us to know.  By taking a picture, we can 
learn what items are in the photo, how the products 
should be positioned and how high of a camera angle 
you prefer.  

ShoW uS With mAtch imAgeS You FinD online 
Another way to show us how to photograph your product is to 
look on-line at what others have done.  Look at sites like Amazon 
or on our portfolio where there are lots of product images to 
choose from.  Find products that are shaped like your product.  
The more exact the better.  

Drag the image to your desktop and name it to something like 
Picture 1.  Add the image to the “Confirmation email” when you 
reply with your directions and tell us why you’ve added it.  You 
can alternately add it to the example spreadsheet discussed 
below.

Use The “hOW TO shOOT IT” sPreADsheeT  
Organize your thoughts with this handy “how To shoot It” 
spreadsheet templates that we’ve created!  

Download the “how To shoot It” spreadsheet below:
http://bit.ly/POW_style_Guide_Template

DownloAD temPlAte



ProDuct rotAtion

common ProDuct PoSitionS
The rotation of the product is important and can change the focus of importance.  Below are 2 of the most 
common rotations that we recommend and are terms you can use when describing your photos.
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rotAteD 20 Degrees to see tHe siDe

BOx-Y PrODUCTs cYlinDricAl ProDuctS
Label not Centered = Bad!

out oF Box ProDuctS

strAigHt on recommended

BOx-Y PrODUCTs cYlinDricAl ProDuctS
Label Center = Good!

out oF Box ProDuctS

This is the best place to start if your just starting with product photography.  everyone needs this style.

This is a great second shot, show casing the dimensionality of your product.  

20° 20°



cAmerA HeigHt

tYPicAl cAmerA heightS
Camera height is important for showing top of the product.  Below are 3 common choices.   
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centereD on miDDle of ProDuct (recommended)

BOx-Y PrODUCTs cYlinDricAl ProDuctSout oF Box ProDuctS

.

camera
center

camera
center

sligHtlY ABove sHowing toP A little Bit.
.  

BOx-Y PrODUCTs cYlinDricAl ProDuctSout oF Box ProDuctS

camera
center

camera
center

45 Degrees ABove tHe ProDuct

BOx-Y PrODUCTs cYlinDricAl ProDuctSout oF Box ProDuctS

45°
45°

45°



grouP PHoto
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ShoW uS Your grouP With A cell Phone Photo
When it comes to group photos, the only way to really show us what you want is by providing a cell phone 
photo.  We will photograph it exactly how you show us in the group for placement, so be careful when 
setting these photos up.

common grouP PHoto setuP iDeAs

“PrODUCT nexT TO PACkAGInG” 

 “everYThInG In The BOx” The “WhOLe PrODUCT LIne”

The “sIDe BY sIDe”



ProDuct ligHting
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Most of our clients allow POW to decide how to light their products to some degree.  This gives us the 
flexibility to pick a lighting style that is suited to the product shape and type.  Our standard lighting style 
focuses on showing: 

• Texture of the product.                                   • shape/dimension of the product  
• The true color of the product                         • A clear legible label 

Ways to Provide Lighting Match examples

1: request to have us match lighting from a previous order with POW.
2: Find examples of similar products that have lighting you like on other websites.
3: request to have us find a lighting example online that we think you would like.
4: Let us to decide & waive the right to reshoots based on lighting.

Tips For Providing Lighting examples

If you want to provide you’re own match examples, be sure to find images that are similar to your 
products.  In the example below, if your product is the eye liner and you provide a match image with an 
eyeliner in a similar packaging and metallic shine, that is helpful.  A “Bad” example on the right is square 
and transparent and doesn’t relate to eyeliner or the packaging.

PoW FinAl imAge gooD lighting 
mAtch exAmPle

BAD lighting 
mAtch exAmPle

re-shOOTs BeCAUse OF LIGhTInG Are rAre
We rarely receive re-shoots because of lighting, although occasionally there are minor adjustments that 
can be corrected in Photoshop and these are unpaid.  examples could be darken a specific area that was 
too bright, a specific color was not correct or maybe text was not legible.   

How we APProAcH our ligHting

ProviDe flexiBle guiDAnce for ligHting



Pow! stAnDArD ligHting for reflective items
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When it comes to lighting, it’s not uncommon for a customer to say something like “you’re the professionals, 
you decide”.   But complications can arise because what looks good to us might not look good to the 
customer.  The issue could be technical like the customer is viewing images on an uncalibrated monitor or had 
expectations in their mind that they weren’t able to convey to our Photographers.  

The challenge for most people is lighting in a photo is something that is subliminal and it’s not easy to 
recognize the differences that we as professionals see as obvious.  studies have shown that typically, a person 
cannot see the difference between lighting and they will instinctually pick the better one.  

since we spend 10 - 20 min per product photo lighting and retouching, we want to limit the number of reshoots 
and try and get it right the first time.  That is why we’ve provided 4 ways for you to communicate lighting 
direction to our Photographers.

cHAllenges witH ligHting



re-sHoots exPlAineD
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• You must clearly tell us how to photograph your items in order to qualify for un-paid re-shoots or refunds.
• You may choose to waive direction, but you will also waive the right to redos or refunds on that image.
• You can disapprove an image up to 2 times.  
• After a refund is given you may not use the image. 
• All redos will be done in 5 business days or less.
• Unpaid re-shoots must be placed as a new order at the standard pricing. 

 
read the full terms here:  www.powproductphotography.com/terms_and_conditions/ 

The customer only provided a text description of what they wanted and no match image.  The directions were 
mis-interpreted by the photographer because they were not clear enough.  The re-shoot will be a paid re-shoot.

cuStomer mAtch 
DirectionS to PoW

Text only, no match image

PoW reSulting imAge
Paid re-shoot

“Photograph product straight
with product next to box.”

WhAt the cuStomer
imAgineS their FinAl 

PhOTO TO Be.

cuStomer
mAtch imAge

PoW reSulting imAge
Unpaid re-shoot because 

missing gap between 
product and box.

WhAt the cuStomer
imAgineS their FinAl 

Photo to Be

cuStomer mAtch 
DirectionS to PoW

Text & Match Image

“Product to the right of the 
box straight on with a gap 

and box twisted 20° on left. 
Camera angle straight on”

+

The customer provided a match image and direction specifying a gap between the product and box.  POW 
delivered an image without the gap & will re-shoot this image for free.

tHe rules of re-sHoots (the short version)

PAiD re-sHoot exAmPle

unPAiD re-sHoot exAmPle



HelPful vocABulArY for PHotogrAPHY
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A successful photoshoot  is dependent on clear communication and using terms like “punchy” or “3dish” are 
difficult for us to interpret.  If you are new to working with a professional photographer than below are a few key 
terms that can help you explain exactly what you’re looking for.

highlights are the area of lightest tone on the product.  In the bottle example 
the highlight is the white area.  highlights can come in many different shapes 
and sizes and can be wider or thinner. 

on specular surfaces, aka shiney or mirrored, like the glass of the bottle the 
highlight is very defined.  On Diffuse surfaces, aka matt or non-shiney, like the 
label, the highlight area is very subtle and gradates.  

The opposite of the highlight is the shadow area.  This is different than a 
shadow on the ground and is used to discuss the dark areas on the

Brightness is a term we use to describe intensity of a highlight and is typically 
realtive. The difference in brightness between the highlight and the shadow are 
is called the contrast and discussed in realtive terms.  high contrast means 
that the shadow area is dark in comparison to the highlight.  Low Contrast 
means that the tones between highlight and shadow are very low.  

Below is the image of the same clock with 2 different lighting styles.

vocAB lessons

Low Contrast high contrast

highlight

specular
surface
(glass)

Diffuse
surface
(label)

shadow

tAlking ABout tones
sometimes it’s easier to talk in specifics.  In photography we talk of tones in terms of photoshop numbers that run from 0 
being the blackest black and 255 being the whitest white possible.  This could be helpful if you want to be specific about 
making changes to an image.  Your computer screen should be able to see all the tones in the step wedge below, if not 
your screen may not be the best to approve or disapprove images.


